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A Brief History of Hypnosis

Hypnotherapy has been practiced and used ever since the dawn of civilization. For example, a Greek engraving dated 928 B.C. depicts a well-known physician, Chiron, placing a patient in a hypnotic trance. The Delphic Oracle and many other ancient writings mention the curative powers of hypnosis. Additional records of the earliest hypnotic sessions were recorded on a stone stele from Egypt in the reign of Ramses XII of the Twentieth Dynasty, some 3000 years ago.

The present resurrection of hypnosis is contributed to the pressing need to treat many conditions of both World War I and World War II veterans who would not respond to traditional medical treatment.

Hypnosis has been recognized as a valid medical therapy in the United States since 1958. Many mainstream physicians (particularly anesthesiologists and surgeons) are trained in hypnotherapy, as are a good number of dentists, nurses, and psychotherapists.

Dr. Andrew Weil, the author of the book Spontaneous Healing, writes that he refers patients to hypnotherapists because he has seen it produce excellent results in many illnesses.

Hypnosis is a powerful tool to help you lose weight or stop smoking. If you are looking for a complimentary approach for use with your current treatment for asthma, nausea, migraines, or other forms of pain, discuss the possibility of hypnosis with your physician.
Frequently Asked Questions

Q. HOW WILL I FEEL WHEN HYPNOTIZED?
A. There is no such thing as a hypnotized feeling, so you will not feel as though you are in a trance. For many people the hypnotic state does not feel much different to how they feel at other times. Whilst everybody experiences the hypnotic state in their own unique way, clients frequently report feelings of complete mental and physical relaxation. Bodily sensations may include any of the following: watery or fluttery eyes, changes in your breathing, warm or tingling feelings in the limbs, small muscle jerks in the hands, feelings of heaviness or lightness, or feelings of floating above the chair or sinking into the chair. Most people are aware of and remember everything that happens during therapy.

Q. COULD I GET “STUCK” IN HYPNOSIS?
A. No, hypnosis is a state of focused attention controlled by the client. Hence, the client can terminate the experience at any time they choose.

Q. DO I NEED TO ENTER A DEEP TRANCE FOR HYPNOTHERAPY TO BE EFFECTIVE?
A. No, most hypnotherapeutic work is done in light to medium trance. Moreover, levels of trance fluctuate during the hypnotic session. A person may be very deep at one minute and a few seconds later be almost wide-awake. The levels of trance that any individual experiences will naturally vary both within and between sessions.

Q. CAN I BE MADE TO DO SOMETHING I DO NOT WANT TO DO WHEN IN THE HYPNOTIC STATE?
A. No, when in the hypnotic state a person is aware of what is taking place and is in control. If suggestions are made which go against a person’s moral code, desires or nature, they will either ignore these suggestions or, more frequently, come instantly out of the hypnotic state. Control, at all times, remains with the hypnotized person. Although the therapist may make suggestions it is the clients own mind and body that reacts to suggestion. Each client has their own unique style and it is the therapist’s job to help clients develop their own capacity.
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Daily Applications for Hypnosis

Hypnosis for Labor and Delivery
Coping with Chronic Pain
Developing Memory
Improving Study Habits
Building Self-Esteem
Health Promotions
Smoking Cessation
Weight Loss
Stress Management
Dealing with minor phobias
Salesmanship
Public Speaking
Speed Reading
Etc…
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